
 

 

 
  

 

 
To whom it may concern 
 

Stuttgart: 12.01.2023 
Name: Claudia Rugart 

Durchwahl: 0049-152 22649496 
Aktenzeichen: SCORA meet 24 facts 

 
 

 

 Facts Sheet SCORA meet 2024  
 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 

Welcome to the universe of SCORA meet 2024! The time has come: We 
are happy to inform you about SCORA meet 2024. 
 
So let´s introduce you briefly to the facts. 
 
If you have any further question, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
We hope you will be part of it and you agree with us: SCORA – yes, we 
care! 
 
Best regards 
 
Claudia Rugart! 
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Information about SCORA meet 2024 
 

Topic Explanation 

Basic Idea 

400 young people from four countries will experi-
ence diversity by being together for one week; 
they will learn how to explore and reflect what 
diversity means to them; they will join a work-
shop on diversity on the first day after their arri-
val. After that, they will join workshops on differ-
ent topics according to their fields of interest. 
Once you have chosen your workshop you will 
stay there for six timeslots for the whole week. 
The participants remain in a stable group, which 
gives them the opportunity to collaborate and 
have fun with peers from different cultural back-
grounds. Every night they will reflect this experi-
ence in their family group and ask themselves 
what the take-away-lesson of the day means for 
their personal growing. 

At the end of the week, they will show their re-
sults of the different workshops, so we will have 
group presentations. And we will end with a fare-
well party.  

Main targets 

1.) To gain a better selfawarness of how diver-
sity and/or discrimination affects the personal 
life. 

2.) To reflect the own mindset and develop an 
even more positive attitude towards diver-
sity. 

3.) To overcome prejudices. 
4.) To make new friends from different culture 

backgrounds and from different countries. 
5.) To improve the skills on a field of interest 

(workshop. 
6.) To improve the presentation skills. 
7.) To improve the intercultural competencies. 
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8.) To improve oral English skills in a multicul-
tural environment. 

Our values 

SCORA is a diversity friendly space. We support 
each other. We create a safe space for self-ex-
ploration. We empower our participants to be 
who they are. We want to contribute to a better 
future. 

We always take very well care of our guests. 

Our patron 

The patron of SCORA is the President of our Par-
liament in Baden-Württemberg: Ms Muhterem 
Aras. The patron of SCORA meet 2024 is the 
mayor of Stuttgart, Dr. Frank Nopper. 

Purpose 

By experiencing, exploring and reflecting diver-
sity the participants will gain a new understand-
ing of how diversity affects their lives in many 
aspects and on different levels. They are being 
guided by making this inner journey of discovery. 
They will share what they explore, whether it is 
challenging or easy. The purpose is that they can 
integrate a new, even more positive understand-
ing of diversity by being aware that sometimes it 
needs some effort. They might feel enriched and 
maybe they make new friends from different 
parts of the world, with different backgrounds. 

Date Saturday, 31st  September to Saturday, 7th Sep-
tember 2024 

Participants 
Fourhundred young persons (100 from each 
country), aged 16 to 17, each from Baden-Würt-
temberg, Israel, USA and India.  

Accompanying 
persons 

Each delegation of 100 young people is accompa-
nied by max. 6 adults of the sending country. So 
if there are more sending institutions from one 
country they have to decide which institutions 
sends how many adults, that in total we have 6. 
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Costs 

The organizers bear the costs for the complete 
week. This includes: Accommodation, meals, in-
frastructure, program, etc.  

Only the travel costs to and from Stuttgart 
inc. Visa etc. have to be paid by the sending 
countries.  

Organiser 
Nbs e.V. (Association for sustainable Education 
and School Development) 

Venue Different schools in the centre of Stuttgart 

Accomodation 

Three youth hostels in the centre of Stuttgart 

https://www.jugendherberge.de/en/youth-hos-
tels/stuttgart-international-112/portrait/ 

DJH Jugendherberge Stuttgart Neckarpark - Angebote + 
mehr | Baden-Württemberg 

https://ib-jugendgaestehaus-stuttgart.de/wir-ueber-
uns.html 

Contact person 
Claudia Rugart 

Claudia.rugart@nbs-bw.de 

Preparation 

To make sure that all participants have the infor-
mation they need, we will have zoomcalls to-
gether, starting in March 2024; the participants 
will be informed about the details of the pro-
gram, the workshops, and they will get to know 
the caregivers and the workshop conductors. 

The participants do not have any extra work to 
do beforehand besides introducing the other par-
ticipants to their hometown (in the zoomcalls) 

Debriefing 
After the week in September 2024 we will pro-
vide at least two more zoomcalls for the debrief-
ing 

Language English 

Professional 
Standards 

 They nbs e.V. is a highly appreciated institution 
in the field of education. 
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 They workshop conductors are all known by us 
and very carefully selected. They are all highly 
experienced by working with diverse groups. 

 The caregivers are also selected by us and they 
will be trained for this specific situation. All of 
them are working as professionals in the field 
of education.  

Next step 

Please tell us as soon as possible whether you 
would like to be part of SCORA meet 2024. 
Please also tell us how many pupils you want to 
send and how many adults to accompany them 
(according to the number of students: max. two 
per 20) 

Basic infor-
mation on 
SCORA in 

German 

https://rp.baden-wuerttemberg.de/rps/abt7/scora/ 

 

https://www.scora-bw.de 
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Explanation of the structure 
 

Sat,31 Aug 
Sun, 1st 

Sept. 
Mon, 2nd 

Sept. 
Tue, 3th  

Sept. 
Wed, 4th 

Sept. 
Thu, 5th  

Sept. 
Fri, 6th 
Sept. 

Sat, 7th  
Sept. 

Arrival day 
optionally 
on Friday 
(because 
of Shab-
bat) 
 
  
 Gathering 
  
  

SCORA- 
family 

SCORA- 
family 

SCORA- 
Family 

Outing to 
the re-
gions 
   

SCORA- 
family 

SCORA- 
family 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Departure, 
optionally 
on Sunday 
(because of 
Shabbat) 

Workshop: 
“What does 
anti-Semitism 
and racism or 
any form of 
discrimination 
have to do with 
me and my 
everyday life?" 

Workshop 
phase (1) 

Workshop 
phase (3) 

Workshop 
phase (5) 

Farewell 
Party 
  
Throughout 
the day: 
group 
presenta-
tions and 
perfor-
mances  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Evening: 
Party 
  

break break break 

Workshop 
phase (2) 

Workshop 
phase (4) 

Workshop 
phase (6) 

SCORA- 
family 

SCORA-
family 

SCORA-
family 

SCORA- 
family 

Free and easy 
Free and 

easy 

Cinema At-
elier am 
Bollwerk 

Free and 
easy 

 

Key: 

 

 

The adolescents are being divided into groups of eight, from the various 
countries. Each group stays together throughout the week and meets 
every morning and every evening. It is supervised by caregivers from Ba-
den-Württemberg (adults we have chosen and briefed). The aim of this 
family group is to be a contact group for the adolescents in order to ex-
change information about their well-being, to clarify daily needs and to of-
fer support. The caregivers from the family groups also stay in contact 
with the adult caregivers from the country delegations. In the evening, the 
experiences of the day are being reflected within the family group, also in 
terms of content against the backdrop of the topic of diversity. 
 

 

 

 

SCORA Family 
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We will offer 20-25 different workshops from different fields, such as:  
Dancing, sports, creative writing, history, natural science, theatre, martial 
arts, research in a museums lab, experiencing historical exhibitions, and 
many many more. They are led by experts. Each workshop group develops 
a product during the six meetings, which is then presented at the closing 
party on Friday. Each participant can choose his/her workshop according to 
their field of interest. 
 

 

 

 

On this day, the young people get to know a region in Baden-Württem-
berg. We will have 15-20 different destinations, so the pupils will be di-
vided in new groups for this day. 
 

 

 

 

Options: watch a movie together, do sightseeing, playing games, singing: 
so there will always be a guided program. 
 

 

 

 

Please note that this reflects the planning status of January 2023. Due to a 
wide variety of developments beyond our control, many things may still 
change until summer 2024. All information is therefore subject to develop-
ments over the next year. 
 

Workshop Phase 

Outing to the regions 

Free and easy 


